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Section A

Ansuter all questi'ons. Each question carries L weightqe'

1. State Maxwells equations and show that e.m. waves are lransverse waves'

Z. Show that in a conducting medium the magnitude of magnetic vector is greater than that of

electric field and that the magnetic field lags the electric field by 45 o.

3. Discuss about electromagnetic potentials.

4. Explain the meaning of various terms involved in the law of conservation of energy for the

electromagnetic freld.

5. Explain, why Brewster's angle is also called polarising angle'

6. Discuss the minimum frequency of wave and write down the on expression for the same for

propagation through rectangular wave guide.

and r:nnf.rnsf. the wo and transmission lines.7. Compare and contrast the working of wave guide

8. Discuss the advantage of representing electrodynamics in te.nsor notation. ' .

g. Suppose the magnetic field at some point in one system is zero.Is it possible t9 find angther system

in which electric field at that point is zero' Explain'

10. Show that antisymr,netry of a tensor is preserved by Lorentz transformation.

11. Write down the expression between dielectric constant and Alfren velocrty.

L2. Define Plasms. Give its properties'
(L2xL=L?weightage)
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Section B

Answer any two. Each question carries 6 weightage,
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18. (a) Show that wave equation for the electric freld in free space is given by V' x E = Fo "" #.dt-

(b) Show that the plane electromagnetic waves follows the laws of reflection.

L4. What is skin depth ? Establish Maxwell's equations for the propagation of electromagnetic waves

in a conducting medium at normal incidence and obtain an expression for the skin depth.

15. $Ihat are cavity resonators ? What application do they have Derive the universal formula for

group velocity.

16. Discuss with necessary theory the behaviour of motion of charged particle in uniform electrie and

magnetic field.
(2x6=12weightage)
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^Section C

Answer any foar. Each question carries 3 weightage

LT. A wave frgrn free space strikes a lossless water surface (u. = 8t) at an angle of 25o from the

normal. Calculate the angle of reflection and refraction'

1g. Assuming that all the energy from 1000 watt temp is radiated uniformly, calculate thi average

intensifrer of electric and magnetic field of radiation at a distance of 2m from the lamp.

1g. Calculate the plasma frequency and maximum penetration depth for a plasma century 10 18

electron/m2

ZO, Electromagnetic waves are incident normally on a metal surface ofrefracture index tr' and extinction

coefficient &. Show that the ratio of the reflected intensity to the incident are is :

R_ n2 + k2 -2n+!
n2'+ k2 +2n+l

2L. Prove that E.B. is invariant under Lorentz transformation.

22. A rectangular wave guide has breadth 10 cm" Find the wavelength for a signal frequency

2'5 G*zfor the dominent mode' 
(4 x B = 12 weightage)


